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Visual perception is not instantaneous. It takes a few milliseconds for light to be
transduced in photoreceptors and tens of milliseconds more for neuronal spikes to occur at
successive levels of the visual hierarchy. Moreover, the latency of responses varies across
the visual field and the cortical hierarchy. In peripheral compared to central vision, the
impulse response of primates’ ganglion cells has a higher peak occurring at shorter
latency (1), and yet humans’ primary visual cortex is activated later (2). The diversity of
these physiological results makes it difficult to predict when is the perceived present (3),
especially when events are perceived across the visual field. This question cannot be
directly addressed with paradigms traditionally used to investigate perceptual latencies. In
particular, response times are not suitable because they are influenced by decisional
mechanisms, motor-related processing or compensatory mechanisms (4,5). Likewise,
temporal order judgements between foveal and peripheral stimuli are not suitable because
humans overweigh foveal information when making perceptual decisions (6). Here we
explicitly asked participants to estimate when a stimulus is perceived within a fixed
duration temporal interval, rather than relative to another stimulus presented in its near
temporal proximity. We show that the perceived time of a visual event depends on its
position in the visual field. We find a large bias to report events earlier when they were
presented in the periphery.

Participants first learned the duration of a fixed interval that was used as a temporal frame
in the main part of the experiment. A bar representing the hand of a clock (Figure 1A)

made a full revolution in 2 seconds. In the main part of the experiment (Figure 2B), the
hand of the clock was no longer presented, and participants were asked to attend to the
whole duration of the temporal frame. The start and end of the frame were signalled by a
change of the fixation point and a brief tone. On each trial, at random times after the frame
onset, a pair of clearly visible stimuli were presented briefly (33 ms) on either side of the
fixation. At the frame offset, the hand of the clock was presented, and participants adjusted
its position to indicate when the event was perceived.
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Figure 1. Perceived time of visual events depends on their position in the visual field.
(A) Familiarization with temporal frame duration. At the beginning of the experiment, participants were
presented with the hand of a clock rotating at a constant velocity over 2 seconds for one full revolution. A
brief 1 kHz pure tone was presented at the beginning and at the end of the full revolution, as an additional
cue to facilitate learning of the frame duration. (B) Illustration of the stimulus sequence. During the temporal
frame in the experiment, the hand of the clock was not presented. At the start of the temporal frame, the
fixation disc changed to a small dot, and a brief tone was presented. After a random delay, an event
consisting of two dots on either side of the fixation were simultaneously presented. The temporal frame
ended after 2 seconds, and it was marked by a change of the point of fixation and a brief tone. Participants
moved the mouse cursor to place the hand in the position where it would have been at the time the event
was presented. (C) Reported time against presented time for different eccentricities (colour coded).
Presented time was quantized in six equal sized bins, and reported time was averaged across bins and
participants. There is a shift in the reported time for larger eccentricities (blue relative to black symbols). For
clarity, only the two extreme eccentricities (2 and 18 dva) are shown. (D) Average temporal bias across
tested eccentricities (black symbols). The events presented in the periphery were reported earlier than
events presented at the fovea, with the bias increasing with eccentricity. The bias is averaged across
participants (N=8), and error bars correspond to standard error of the mean between participants. Results
from previous work investigating temporal biases across the visual field are shown in grey symbols for
comparison. For comparison with our data, all values are normalised relative to the foveal presentation.

We tested the perceived time for events presented at fixation and ten different
eccentricities (from 2 to 18 degrees of visual angle). Events presented at fixation were
perceived veridically, but there was a large bias to report events earlier (negative temporal
bias) when they were presented in the periphery (Figure 1D). From a trial-by-trial linear

mixed-effect analysis, we found that temporal bias (the difference between reported and
presented time) was affected by the position of the event in the visual field ( χ2(1) = 23.65,
p<0.001). We also found that temporal bias was affected by presented time (χ2(1) = 679.5,
p<0.001), showing the presence of a range effect. Importantly, there was no interaction
between presented time and eccentricity, indicating a constant range effect irrespective
the eccentricity (χ2(1) = 0.45, p=0.5; Figures 1C and 1D).

Our findings are at odds with previous investigations of the perceived synchrony between
centrally and peripherally presented stimuli. In one classical study in particular (7), a
peripheral stimulus needed to be presented earlier for it to be perceived simultaneous with
a foveal stimulus. However, given the temporal uncertainty of the first stimulus in these
experiments, and known biases favouring centrally presented stimuli (6), it is plausible that
these previous results were confounded by the time needed to shift attention to a
peripheral location.

When attention is diffused across a large area of space, temporal resolution is impaired
(8). It is important to remember that there was no spatial uncertainty about the location of
the event in our experiment. Therefore, the absence of interaction between presented time
and eccentricity suggests that the temporal bias in favour of peripheral events is not due to
attention.

When the present is perceived is an important and not well understood problem. The most
straightforward hypothesis is that the perceived time of a stimulus is related to its
processing, and that events are perceived when processing of some aspect of the stimulus
is completed. Nevertheless, it is not clear which aspect of stimulus processing could be
used as a timestamp. Our results show that perceived time is not just a readout of the first
cortical response to the onset of the stimulus, which is known to be later for stimuli
presented peripherally (2) and thus opposite to our results. An early response in periphery
would be consistent with a peripheral clock running slower than a central one. However,
this explanation would imply an interaction between presented time and eccentricity, and
we found no evidence for this interaction (see also Supplementary Material for another
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failed prediction from this clock-based explanation). Instead, perceived time seems better
correlated with the speed of processing of visual information, which is faster in the
periphery for discrimination tasks (4). Faster processing in the periphery could lead to
reporting events earlier at those locations if the perceived time of the stimulus corresponds
to the time when processing is completed. Alternatively, salient features from early
responses to stimuli could be used as markers to encode event time (9,5). Transient
responses of peripherally presented visual stimuli (1) could make them more salient, and
therefore reported earlier than centrally presented stimuli.

We have shown that there is a difference in the perceived time between central and
peripheral stimuli by as much as 100 ms. Given the magnitude of the effect, it is surprising
that these asynchronies are not noticed in everyday life. This suggests that our visual
system has learned to ignore these differences, or to compensate for them. A possible
compensation

mechanism

could

involve

contingencies

in

appearance

between

peripherally and centrally presented stimuli before and after a saccadic eye-movement
(10).
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